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		HOTEL STELLA**** INTERLAKEN
Welcome to Stella Hotel Interlaken, the smallest four star hotel in the Interlaen area.


more...Online booking







	Your Hosts
Stella – The family owned four star hotel


Stella TeamOnline booking






	In the heart of Interlaen
Stella – central located with lovely garden


Getting hereOnline booking
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Online booking with best price guarantee!





Online booking

















A home away from home




The Stella – and its rooms – are as individual as you are. No two rooms are alike. The more we know about your preferences, the better we are able to reserve the perfect room for you.



more…









Virtual tour




Have a digital look, how Stella Hotel ist looking like



more…









Personal




The small hotel has been run by the Hofmann family for three generations. The host family shapes the special atmosphere with a lot of heart and soul together with the cheerful staff.



more…


































A warm welcome to Stella Hotel Interlaken, the smallest 4 star hotel in the Interlaken area – the hotel for individualists. Enjoy your stay in lovely atmosphere and profit from numberous excursions in the Jungfrau-Region as well as arround Interlaken.
















            








Guest feedback





Great stay


Great stay at the Stella Hotel. The full staff is really welcoming, the owner is incredibly kind and caring. She spent lot of time helping me to plan some excursions and future travel. The location is wonderful and only a short walk to anywhere you would want to go. The breakfast is delicious. I kept extending my stay as I enjoyed it so much- Will definitely stay again! Thank you!

Zimmer: 5/5  |  Service: 5/5  |  Standort: 5/5









Natalia Sikaczowskivia Google, September 2023




Amazing Hotel and Owners


We had an amazing time at the Stella hotel. We had a group of 17 (12 teenage boys) and booked most (if not all) of the Quad rooms. The rooms were huge (especially compared to other hotels in Switzerland) with plenty of room to spread out. A couple of the rooms even had two bathrooms. The breakfast, pool area, and self service ‘honesty bar” were all great. It was so close (5 minute walk) to center city Interlaken, but it was on a quiet neighborhood street and it felt like we were in the middle of the country. But the most impressive part of the Stella was the owners. They were amazing. Very hands on and were always visible and there when we needed them and/or had questions. They went above and beyond the norm to make our experience a great one. They even helped us set up, and clean up, an impromptu Chinese food take-out dinner in the breakfast area for the whole group. When I go back to Interlaken someday, there is no doubt we’ll stay at the Stella.







Jeff Cvia Tripadvisor, August 2023




Very Accommodating

I stayed here with my wife for about 1 week to recover from surgery. The staff here were very accommodating and understanding of our needs. Has a nice homelike feeling compared to other chain hotels. Would highly recommend.

Zimmer: 5/5  |  Service: 5/5  |  Standort: 5/5





Shuya Huangvia Google, September 2023




Absolutely beautiful property and even more beautiful people

Every staff member was exceptional. Rooms had a beautiful view as well.

Aneta at front desk – amazing! Very thoughtful and was always resourceful.

Breakfast experience was amazing. Thanks for making our stay memorable.





Ishan Gvia Tripadvisor, October 2023




Wonderful Visit to Interlaken

We loved our stay at Stella hotel for 3 nights. ANNETA at the front desk, was a wonderful host; helped us immensely in figuring out how to spend our time each day, even making restaurant reservations for us! All the staff were friendly, welcoming and very helpful! Clean rooms every day, hot showers, comfortable beds, excellent breakfast each morning. We look forward to staying there again one day. Thank you!





eac115via Tripadvisor, October 2023






















 		

				

					

									Stella Hotel Interlaken

Bastian und Elisabeth Hofmann

General-Guisan-Strasse 2

3800 Interlaken
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